Meadowgrove Club reserves the right to eject anyone from the pool either
permanently or temporarily and suspend membership privileges to anyone
who does not adhere to the following rules.
Pool:
1. When no lifeguard is on duty, SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK. Hold
Harmless Agreement is in effect.
2. Swimming alone is not permitted
3. The pool is open from dawn to dusk
• The Pool is reserved for Lap swimming from dawn to 10am
• Reservations of lines is under construction. Info will be sent later
4. Access code(s) are not to be shared. Providing access code to nonmembers will result in suspension of membership privileges.
5. Members 14 years and up are permitted to use the pool,
unaccompanied by an adult during non-lifeguard hours
6. When lifeguard is present, children 10 and older, who have passed a
swim test may swim without an adult present. Lifeguards are not
babysitters. For swim test details visit www.meadowgrove.com
7. Minors are not allowed to bring guests 16 and under, unless adult/
parent/ guardian/lifeguard is present. (For baby-sitter bringing your
child email: www.membership@meadowgroveclub.com)
8. All members must sign in for each visit
9. No running, pushing, profanity or horseplay is permitted in or around
the pool. Members and guests may be expelled for inappropriate
conduct
10. Diving is only allowed in the deep end of the pool. (12 feet area)
11.
12.
13.
14.

No glass containers on the pool deck
Food or drink is not permitted in the pool
Smoking is not permitted within the gated pool area
Pets are not permitted within the gated pool area or the tennis courts

15. Radios must be kept at a respectful volume. Surrounding
homeowners
should be taken into consideration
16. When present, Lifeguards are in complete charge of bathers in and
around the pool and may impose additional rules as needed. Do not
distract lifeguards
17. When lifeguards are not present, Meadowgrove Club officers/board
members may act as interpreter of the rules
18. When lifeguards are present there will be 15 minutes of each hour
adults only (“Adult Swim”). During Adult Swim only those 18 and
older are allowed in the pool. Children are not allowed on the steps
and no arms or legs are allowed in the pool.
19. In the event of thunder or lightning, all bathers must exit the pool.
Only after a period of 20 minutes without thunder and lightning may
bathers re-enter the pool
20. Clean up after yourself and your guests. Pick up trash and leave
furniture in an orderly manner
21. Non-potty trained children must wear a swim diaper. The Club must
be notified at membership@meadowgroveclub.com if a fecal accident
occurs after which the pool must be closed for treatment. DO NOT
LEAVE DIRTY DIAPERS IN THE BATHROOM TRASH CANS
22. LOST & FOUND: Item will be placed at the lifeguard stand or hung on
the clubhouse. Items will be disposed of after 5 days
23. Parking is not permitted by clubhouse.
There are only four circumstances that allow a vehicle to drive past
the entry rope at the tennis courts –
1) You have a valid handicapped parking permit
2) You are a contractor or member that has equipment or a delivery
(other than children) to make
3) You are a lifeguard, coach, or county referee reporting for your
official shift
4) You have a broken or sprained leg or you’re nine months pregnant
and expecting a baby at any moment.
Please do not drive by when the ball is in play and please watch for
people and drive very slowly.

Tennis:
Tennis court rules and etiquette: (current through 2018)
1. Tennis courts are to be used by Meadowgrove members and their
guests for tennis only. All guests playing tennis must be playing on the
same court as their host member. The only exception to this is usage
by approved Non-Member “Practice Teams and/or League Teams” with
current rental contract in place.
2. To avoid undue wear, no dogs, skateboards, or skates are allowed on
the courts.
3. Players must observe proper tennis etiquette. No abusive language,
physical threats, or physical force will be tolerated.
4. Reservations must be made via “reservemycourt.com.” A printed
confirmation or smart phone confirmation will assure you of a court.
Only 1 court may be reserved at a time per membership unless tennis
practice for a team
5. Please be on time for your reservation. There will be a 20 minute grace
period after the start of the reservation. The court can then be reserved
by another player.
6. Sign up duration will be for 2 hours or less, except for scheduled league
matches. League matches may retain the signed-up court until the
league match is completed.
7. When play is completed, players must clean up/empty cans to garbage
cans behind wooden fence and turn off the lights.
8. Teams playing and/or practicing at Meadowgrove tennis courts must
have a current “Team Registration/Contract” on file with the club. All
Non-Member Fees must be collected by the Team Captain and turned
into the Treasurer (Meadowgrove Club Inc., Box 672461, Marietta GA
30006) prior to the first scheduled team practice with a complete team
roster.
9. Non-members who participate on a Meadowgrove League Team or
Practice Team are entitled to participate in one scheduled practice per
week and home matches. Non-Members are NOT permitted to use the
courts at other times outside of scheduled team practices and
matches.

Violation of rules:
Violator will first be given a verbal warning. If the violations continue the
person will be directed to either sit out of the pool or leave the premises. If
a person refuses to leave the premises when directed, the police will be
contacted for assistance.
Repeated failure to comply with pool rules will result in the loss of pool
privileges
1 Offense: Expulsion for the day
2 Offense: Expulsion for one week
3 Offense: Privileges suspended until Board meets
Individuals will be brought to the Board for action. For consistent
enforcement the lifeguard will make a written report on improper behavior
and disciplinary action taken.
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